COMMERCIAL STRIP DEVELOPMENT PATTERNS
Cities have struggled for decades trying to control unattractive, uncoordinated commercial strip development along primary
transportation corridors. The City of Fayetteville recognized this problem decades ago and adopted policies and development code in the 1990’s to try and control this undesirable development pattern. Today, our City Plan 2030 places appropriate inﬁll and revitalization, discouragement of suburban sprawl, and traditional town form as goals for all of Fayetteville. City
Plan 2030 further states that new development should strive for compact and eﬃcient use of land, to contain mixed uses,
to be well connected to adjacent property and the city, and to convert existing commercial strip development into
mixed-use centers. This document explains what is commercial strip development and oﬀers some preferred alternatives.

WHAT IS STRIP DEVELOPMENT?

WHAT ARE THE NEGATIVES?

WHAT ARE THE POSITIVES?

Commercial strip development
started on rural roads that connected cities to towns and vice versa,
which gradually became avenues
for suburban growth patterns. Their
commercial nature began in the late
1950’s and ‘60s to support nearby
residential development (Tachieva,
2010). Many towns were interested
in the increased tax revenue of
commercial property that would
help pay for increased citizen
demand on services, so local
governments would rezone farmland to commercial, not realizing the
long-term eﬀects and ramiﬁcations
of sprawl (Moldoﬀ, 2004). Below is
a deﬁnition of strip development:

- Retailers set back from street
- Lack of contribution to placemaking or urbanism
- Parking lot between
development and street
- May produce spaces with
limited commercial usefulness
- May cut oﬀ other land uses
from retailers
- Consumes open space
- Depletes natural resources
- Impedes pedestrian and
motorized traﬃc
- Substantial police, ﬁre, and
infrastructure costs
- Uncondensed
- Too much retail ﬂoor space has
been constructed
- Encourages suburban sprawl

+ Simple design and construction
+ Adaptable to small sites
+ Convenient parking
+ Flexible tenant spaces
+ Tenant visibility (dependent on
site layout)
+ Convenient
(Gibbs, 2012)

“[Strip developments are] A linear
pattern of retail businesses along a
major roadway, characterized by
box-like buildings with prominent
parking lots visible from the roadway, multiple driveways, large
signs, and a dependency on automobiles for access and circulation
(Moldoﬀ, 2004).”
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Alternatives to Strip Development Patterns
ALTERNATIVE ZONING

Because retail in most communities is signiﬁcantly overbuilt, land clearly not needed for future commercial
or mixed use along primary transportation corridors should not be rezoned to allow for more single use
retail. Instead, zoning around intersections and creating nodes, town centers, or main streets for a rich mixture of uses should be encouraged. Where more intense uses along primary corridors are appropriate,
rezoning to proﬁtable nonretail uses such as multi-family housing and oﬃces which generate much less
traﬃc and fewer turns than retail may be preferred. (Arendt, 2016)

ALTERNATIVE URBAN RETAIL DESIGN OPTIONS TO THE TYPICAL STRIP PATTERN
Market Square Center

Double Reverse L Center

Strengths:
- Excellent views across square of
all retailers
- Easy short-term parking in front
of most retailers
- Can be linked to adjacent land
uses for walkability

Strengths:
- Walkable
- Easy cross-shopping among retailers
- Direct frontage onto primary road
- Convenient
- Cheap with surface parking
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Challenges:
- Double-frontage costs
- Remote parking can cause
customers to walk farther
- Parking lots may hinder pedestrians
from adjacent land uses
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Challenges:
- Limited expansion
- Permitting multiple curb cuts onto
a primary road may be diﬃcult
- Pedestrian movement at open
end of square diﬃcult to encour
age/ maintain
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Floating Main Street

Strengths:
- Adaptable for higher density later
- Triangulation of anchor stores
- Smaller commercial buildings are
adaptable based on tenant needs
Challenges:
- Potential traﬃc issues at intersections
- Blocked visibility from primary road
- Double-frontage costs
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Deflected Blocks Center
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Strengths:
- Strong place-making
- Creates prominent locations for
ﬂagship and anchor buildings
- Strategic viewpoints for visual
merchandising and encouraged
cross-shopping
Challenges:
- Angled intersections may cause
congestion and confuse motorists
and pedestrians
- May appear to have a faux
town-center character if there
are no similar historic
precedents in the area for
street layouts

